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TRNEducate a poor child for a
0005972255/TD- month at Purkal School
0006490683

Abhilasha
Sharma

Success

5-May-2017

Ishwarya

TRNEducate a poor child for a
0005973740/TD- month at Purkal School
0006492451

Aman
Mamgain

Success

5-May-2017

TRNEducate a poor child for a
0006022159/TD- month at Purkal School
0006547301

Vikash Thapa

Success

5-May-2017

TRNEducate a poor child for a
0006104097/TD- month at Purkal School
0006642472

Jyoti Dangwal

Success

5-May-2017

TRNFeed a child at Purkal School
0006508447/TD- for a month
0007119320

Khushi Thapli

Success

5-May-2017

TRNFeed a child at Purkal School
0006507655/TD- for a month
0007118414

Krish Saini

Success

5-May-2017

TRNFeed a child at Purkal School
0006507353/TD- for a month
0007118068

Lalit Prasad

Success

5-May-2017

TRNHelp holistic development of
0005972291/TD- children by sponsoring sports
0006490751
and cultural activities at our
school for a year

Aman
Mamgain

Success

5-May-2017

TRNHelp holistic development of
0005802728/TD- children by sponsoring sports
0006296421
and cultural activities at our
school for a year
TRNHelp holistic development of
0005705843/TD- children by sponsoring sports
0006186555
and cultural activities at our
school for a year

Abhilasha
Sharma

Success

5-May-2017

Aarushi
Chauhan

Success

5-May-2017

MDO-0109/1

Sponsor the bus fees for a
child attending Purkal School

Deepak Shah

Success

5-May-2017

MDO-0109/31

Sponsor the bus fees for a
child attending Purkal School

Kavita Pundir

Success

5-May-2017

MDO-0106/1

Sponsor the breakfast for a
child at Purkal School

Priya Pundir

Success

5-May-2017

Abhilasha loves playing sports
and the pottery class at Purkal.
She is sharp and performs well
in academics. Purkal has
imbibed that education is
essential and fun and she has
high aspirations
Aman enjoys learning at Purkal
and finds the teachers and the
staff very supportive. He enjoys
the library and indulges in a lot
of reading. The library
encourages the children to read
more because they are
awarded on the basis of number
of books they complete!
Vikash Thapa just finished his
final exams and is thrilled to
know the results. He enjoys
sports and spending time with
his friends in the hostel. Vikash
wants to pursue further studies
Jyoti is a bright student acing
her academics. She enjoys the
cultural activities in school and
the kind of different
opportunities that come their
way
Khushi loves the food served in
the school. She hails from a
poor family and she considers
herself lucky to be able to eat
such timely nutritious meals.
Krish enjoys the meals and
confirmed that they provide
breakfast, lunch and dinner in
the hostel. He also gets snacks
and fruits.
Lalit is thankful for the meals
which has helped him to
continue schooling and has
improved his immunity.
Aman enjoys reading and
participates in sports and
cultural activities. He was a shy
child but now he is much more
confidence and these activities
have helped him a lot to be a
better student overall
Abhilasha enjoys basketball and
participating in culutural
activities. She is very active and
extremely confident
Arushi once has stage fears
which is completely gone by
takinf part in these activities.
This has helped her in
developing her people skills
more
Deepak is extremely thankful for
the bus service because it is
extremely difficult to commute
to the school. He
Kavita Pundir is extremely
thankful to the bus service
because she lives in a hilly area
and it would have been
extremely difficult to commute
to school otherwise.
Priya Pundir was not allowed by
her parents to go to school
because of they stay in a hilly
region and it is extremely risky
to travel without a proper bus
service. Thanks to the Purkal
bus service, priya finds it easy
to commute

Ishwarya

Ishwarya

Ishwarya

Ishwarya

Ishwarya

Ishwarya

Ishwarya

Ishwarya

Ishwarya

Ishwarya

Ishwarya

Ishwarya
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MDO-0106/3

Sponsor the breakfast for a
child at Purkal School

MDO-0106/6

Status

Date of
Verification

Remarks

Assessor
Name

Manisha Rawat Success

5-May-2017

Ishwarya

Sponsor the breakfast for a
child at Purkal School

Tanu Rana

Success

5-May-2017

MDO-0106/7

Sponsor the breakfast for a
child at Purkal School

Manisha
Thakur

Success

5-May-2017

MDO-0107/1

Provide fruit for a child at
Purkal School

Priya Pundir

Success

5-May-2017

MDO-0107/2

Provide fruit for a child at
Purkal School

Nikita Kumari

Success

5-May-2017

MDO-0107/3

Provide fruit for a child at
Purkal School

Manisha Rawat Success

5-May-2017

Manisha confirmed that they get
delicious breakfast in school.
The breakfast is served every
morning on time and each week
has a menu decided. The food
is nutritious and tasty. Her
hobbies include playing
Basketball, Volleyball and
Handball, cooking, interacting
with people.
She recently joined the ‘Baking
Club’ in the school. She has
learnt many varieties of Cake
like: Chocolate cake,
Strawberry cake, banana cake.
She under the supervision of
the teacher in charge has learnt
baking Idli. She enjoys the club
sessions a lot.
Tanu Rana is a part of the
International Award for Young
People (IAYP) for which she
received a record diary wherein
she is required to enter all the
details of the activities like ‘her
experience of the various
educational trips’, ‘her role as a
leader’ in certain activities, ‘her
contribution in the community
service work’ and other details
of the work that she would do
over a period of a year. There
are three levels in it; Bronze,
Silver and Gold. She cleared
the Bronze level and now will be
participating in the silver
category. She confirmed that
the breakfast is served
everyday at the school with
some fruits. She believes that it
keeps her going through the
day till lunch is served.
Manisha is a sports lover .She
likes to play basketball and
volleyball. She also likes to
participate I most of the
scholastic and co scholastic
activities in the school. She
recently appeared for different
Olympiads. Manisha also visited
the DRDO (Defense Research
and Development
Organization).There she had
the chance to interact with top
scientists who play an important
role in strengthening the
defense forces. She learnt how
DRDO prepares nuclear
missiles, weapons with help of
latest technology. Manisha
confirmed that she eats
breakfast everyday at Purkal
Priya has tried for the VAHINI’s
Scholarship. She has even
applied for the following
universities Ashoka University,
Asian University for
Women Bangalesh Vedica
program in Agnes Scott. She is
also preparing for CLAT paper,
if she clears will get admission
in a reputed college.
She has scored 69.6% in her
12 class. Priya confirmed that
received fruits at Purkal to
snack on
Nikita Kumari is a shy child but
slowly trying to improve her
ability to speak up confidently.
She enjoys eating fruits at
Purkal.
Manisha Rawat confirmed that
they receive fruits to eat in the
school. Her favourite fruits is
banana because it satisfies her
hunger at one go and is easy to
eat

Ishwarya

Ishwarya

Ishwarya

Ishwarya

Ishwarya
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MDO-0108/2

Sponsor lunch and evening
snacks for a child at Purkal
School

MDO-0108/3

Sponsor lunch and evening
snacks for a child at Purkal
School

Status

Date of
Verification
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Sheetal pundir Success

5-May-2017

Vikash Thapa

5-May-2017

Sheetal has good leadership
Ishwarya
qualities and cooperates well
with others. She has been
selected as a house leader of
her house by the school. She
remains enthusiastic to
participate in scholastic and coscholastic activities. She
participated in the Olympiads
and got gold medal in Maths
Olympiad and bronze in cyber
Olympiad. She had been a part
of annual calendar opening of
Aagaz-e-dosti which was held
at Hotel Aketa by an
organization seeking building
friendship bond between the
two nations India and Pakistan.
Where she listened to the views
of others carefully and gave
hers too.
The year has been great for
her in school where she got to
participate in various activities
and bagged lots of medals and
appreciation. She performed
pretty well in final exams and
stood 1st in class with 84%.
Lunch gets served everyday
which includes dal, rice, roti,
sabzi and evening snacks are
also provided to them everyday.
Sheetal confirmed that the food
is tasty and nutritious
Vikas is an intelligent student
Ishwarya
,good reasoning skill, general
knowledge and a good Singer
but is carless Sometimes . He is
very good in practical
Questions. He is very quick in
solving High Order Question.
Vikas is good both in
scholastics as well as coscholastics activities. Being
commendably well in practical
subjects Accountancy is his
strong subject. He has a good
application of command in the
subject. When he understands
a certain topic he is able to do
all the related question himself.
All he needs a trigger to
motivation him. Vikash enjoys
lunch and the evening snacks
served at Purkal. It keep him full
and helps him focus on his
studies without any worry
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Name

